
 

8:00-9:45 AM 
Session One 

 

Ethics   

Engineers are a confronted with a variety of ethical situations.  It is important to be familiar with the relevant 

ethical codes that govern engineers in their response to these situations.  A review of the strengths and 

weaknesses of ethical codes as well as state and federal laws will be discussed.  Case studies in engineering 

ethics will be discussed as well as the steps in making an ethical decision.  

As a result of participating in this session, participants will understand/be able to apply: 

 what ethics is, and its use in engineering 

 causes of ethical problems in engineering 

  the NSPE Code of Ethics to ethical situations 

  the steps in making an ethical decision 

  the steps in accounting for risk and ethics 

 

Hydro-Mechanical vs. Electro-Hydraulic Solutions  

This course explores the features and challenges of electro-hydraulic systems. Additionally, the chapter 

introduces the benefits of converting the classical hydro-mechanical systems into electro-hydraulic ones. 

Pressure control, flow control, power control, and sequence control are among the systems discussed.    

 

 Outline: 

o Features and Challenges of Electro-Hydraulic Systems 

o Pressure Control Solutions 

o Flow Control Solutions 

o Power Control Solutions 

o Sequence Control Solutions 

o Hydraulic Deceleration System 

o Cylinder Speed Synchronization 

o Accumulator Charging 

o Control of Overrunning Loads 

o Control Block Actuation in Mobile Applications 

  

Overcoming the Barriers to Innovation   

Most organizations have a sense of inadequacy when they reflect on their organizational innovation. In most cases they 

are unknowingly preserving some legacy barriers that are hindering them to be a more successful, innovative culture. This 

presentation will examine some of the legacy barriers that may be holding companies back from being innovative, and 

present best practices & tools from the leading companies that will help your company succeed at innovation. 



 

10:00-11:45 AM 
 

Session Two 

 

ASCE’s 2017 Infrastructure Report Card   

The ASCE 2017 Infrastructure Report Card assesses 16 critical infrastructure categories in the United States.  The report 

is produced every four years.  Unfortunately, the overall grade for 2017 is D+.  While it is easy to point to lack of funding 

as the root cause, engineers must look for innovative ways to deal with this increasing public problem. 

Hydraulic Reciprocating Actuators   

This course covers two types of hydraulic reciprocating actuators; namely cylinders and rotary actuators. The chapter 

presents the various types of hydraulic cylinders, the effect of using a differential cylinder on the pressure and flow 

distribution in the system, and the calculations for sizing a hydraulic cylinder. The chapter also presents the various types 

of rotary actuators and the reasons for using them. Symbols for reciprocating actuators are presented. 

Outline: 

o Reciprocating Hydraulic Actuators 

o Hydraulic Cylinders 

o Rotary Actuators 

 

Introduction to Forensic Engineering: Fire & Water   

The fine art of assessing structural elements that have been damaged by fire and water (or both), and prescribing 

design solutions that will reinstate functional integrity to the structure. Learners will gain an understanding of: 

 

o How a firm like RCL Engineering navigates the demands of the client (insurance company) and the 

building owner. 

o How the insurance claims adjusting process works relative to examination of damage by an engineer. 

o Practical approaches in addressing repairs to damage; when to replace and when to repair. 

 

 

 

 

12:00-12:50 PM 
 

Lunch – Room R101  



 

 

 

 

1:00-2:45 PM 
 

Session Three 

 

Ethical Considerations of Artificial Intelligence and Its Applications to Business  

This class session explores the next step in Ethics as the principles and theories of Ethics are applied to Artificial 

Intelligence in today’s applications and in future developments.  First, time is devoted to the facts of current Artificial 

Intelligent (AI) systems and to the developments as described by Artificial General Intelligence and Artificial Super-

Intelligence.  Each of these levels of AI are explored by applying the general ethical approaches and the ethical theories 

found in the business environment.  

 

Leadership as a Developed Skill   

Leaders require many skills to be effective in today’s work environment. This class will examine 5 key areas including 

communication, team motivation, risk assessment, goal setting and vision creation. Current research shows that leaders 

who master these areas dramatically increase the effectiveness and results of their organizations. This interactive 

presentation will discuss tools & best practices utilized by some of today’s most successful leaders 

in addition to reviewing some case studies and outcomes where these were applied successfully. 

 

Introduction to Forensic Engineering: The Building Enclosure and Construction Defects   

This course will introduce you to techniques used when troubleshooting problems with the building enclosure: Why 

things Fail and Where they Fail.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

3:00-4:45 PM 
 

Session Four 

 

Finite Elements Analysis (FEA) Applied to Internal Combustion Engines  

This course will review the application of finite element analysis (FEA) to structural components of internal combustion 

engines focused on crankcase, crankshaft, connecting rods and heads. Upon completion you will have a better 

understanding of FEA and its: 

 Use in helping to optimize structural castings and forgings,  

 Savings realized by virtual testing of components and increase  

 FEA and increased speed to market through reduced testing and faster production tooling 

Theory of Constraints in Manufacturing 

Work places are often designed or become defacto silos due to management and reward structures. By 

identifying real constraints, vs managerial constraints, work can be more effectively focused on the bottom line. 

ToC is a focusing principle that gets to the root of a real constraint and helps the user define how to manage the 

constraints to hit overall company objectives. The theory can be applied to any work place, but we will focus on 

the manufacturing environment in this class.  
 

One and Two Sample Hypothesis Testing: t-Tests, Proportion Tests and more  

This class will focus on two sample testing is very helpful when one wishes to compare two different 

independent variables.  It can be used with observational or experimental data. A practical example might be 

comparing two different approaches to a design functionality. 

 

 


